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Abstract 

     We have been developing a radioactive waste package made of high-strength 
and ultra low-permeability concrete (HSULPC) for geological disposal of TRU 
wastes, which is expected to be much more impervious to water than conventional 
concrete. In this study, basic data for the HSULPC regarding its the impervious 

character and the thermodynamics during cement hydration were obtained 
through water permeability measurements using cold isostatic pressing (CIP) and 
adiabatic concrete hydration experiments, respectively. Then, a prediction tool to 
find concrete package construction conditions to avoid thermal cracking was 

developed, which could deal with coupled calculations of cement hydration, heat 
transfer, stress, and cracking. The developed tool was applied to HSULPC 
hydration on a small-scale cylindrical model to examine whether there was any 
effect on cracking which depended on the ratio of concrete cylinder thickness to its 

inner diameter. The results were compared to experiments. 
     For concrete with a compressive strength of 200MPa, the water permeability 
coefficient was 4×10－19m/ｓ. Dependences of activation energy and frequency 

factor on degree of cement hydration had a sharp peaking due to the nucleation 

rate-determining step, and a gradual increase region due to the diffusion 
rate-determining step. From analyses of the small-scale cylindrical model, 
dependences of the maximum principal stress on the radius were obtained. When 
the ratio of the concrete thickness to the heater diameter was around 1, the risk of 

cracking was predicted to be minimized. These numerical predictions from the 
developed tool were verified by experiments. 
 
1. Introduction 

     We have been developing a radioactive waste package made of high-strength 
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and ultra low-permeability concrete (HSULPC) for geological disposal of such TRU 

wastes as hulls and end pieces from spent fuel assemblies cooled for 25 years. 
HSULPC has a large compressive strength (200MPa) and a small porosity (7%), 
which can make it impervious to water. So, it is possible that the HSULPC waste 
package could prevent release of its radioactive contents to the outside for a very 

long time. It is necessary to prevent structural gap generation in the package such 
as that between the package wall and lid, or cracking in the package wall during 
the package production process, because any gap in the package may become a 
water flow path after geological disposal. To avoid gap generation, one possibly 

suitable construction method has the package body, lid, and grout filling in the gap 
all done at one time (monolithic construction method, MCM, Fig. 1). However, 
during the MCM process, cement hydration in the concrete may lead to a thermal 
stress distribution in the package. Then, thermal cracking may occur, if the 

thermal stress is larger than the tensile strength of the concrete which increases 
with its degree of hydration. In this study, basic data of the HSULPC regarding 
the impervious character and the thermodynamics during cement hydration were 
obtained through water permeability measurements using a cold isotopic press 

(CIP), and adiabatic concrete hydration experiments, respectively. Then, a 
prediction tool to find construction conditions to avoid thermal cracking was 
developed. This tool should be able to deal with coupled calculations of cement 
hydration, heat transfer, stress, and cracking. The developed tool was applied to 

HSULPC hydration on a small-scale cylindrical model, and the results were 
compared to experiments. 
 
2. Experimental and Numerical Procedures 

2.1 Water Permeability Measurements of HSULPC 
     In the experiments, cylindrical solidified concrete specimens (φ0.05m, h0.1m) 
with compressive strength of 100-200MPa were enclosed in a rubber bag filled 
with water (wet bag precess). Then, the rubber bag was put in the pressure vessel 

filled with pressure medium. In this way, pressurized water was injected into the 
concrete specimens for 1-14 days by the CIP at pressures of 150-350MPa. After 
that, the specimens were mechanically cracked and water permeation depths were 
measured. Then, the depths were converted to diffusion coefficients β2 by the 

inverse calculation of the following equation (1): 
     ∂P/∂t＝β2△P  .                                                      

(1) 
There is a relation between β2 and water permeability coefficient k, from which k 

could be obtained (1), 
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     wgβ2＝kE                                                              

(2) 
where w, g, and E denote water density, gravitational acceleration, and Young’s 
modulus, respectively. Material properties of concrete examined are listed in Table 
1. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1 Schematic of Waste Package and the Monolithic Construction Method. 

 
2.2 Adiabatic Hydration Experiments of HSULPC 
     Concrete was poured into a cup and placed in an adiabatic environment 
maintained by the flowing procedure. Temperatures inside the concrete due to 

cement hydration and outside it were measured. The environment outside the 
concrete was electrically heated to the same temperature as the inside to get the 
adiabatic environment. Then, time dependence of the temperature increase was 
measured and recorded every half hour for two weeks. Parameters in the 
experiments were initial temperature (25-35℃ or 298 – 308k) and volume ratio of 
the concrete in the cup (50-80％ ). For each experimental case, temperature 
increase ∫dT and temperature increase rate dT/dt were obtained against time, 

from the time dependence of temperature T(t). When the degree of hydration a(t) 

and the hydration reaction velocity k(t) were defied as the ratio of heat generation 
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amount until a time t to the total hydration enthalpy of cement, the time 
differentials of a(t), a(t) and k(t) were proportional to ∫dT and da/dt, respectively. 

In this way, hydration reaction rate k(T,a) at temperature T and degree of 
hydration a was estimated. Then, activation energy △E≠ and frequency factor k0 

were obtained from the Arrehnius equation and method of least squares, at each 

degree of hydration. The compositions of HSULPC and the of cement used in 
HSULPC are listed in Table 2 (2). 
2.3 Development of Coupled Calculation Tool 
     Figure 2 shows a flow chart of the coupled calculation tool. In the hydration 

reaction analysis, spatial distributions of degree of hydration a(r, t) and hydration 
reaction velocity k(r, t) were calculated from dependences of △E≠ and k0 on the 

degree of hydration and the following equation: 
     k = da/dt ＝k0・exp(－△E≠/RT) .                                           

(3) 
From a(r, t) and k(r, t), spatial distrib- 
ution of heat generation rate, Young’s  
module, tensile strength, etc., were 

estimated. They were used in heat 
transfer and stress calculations 
(ANSYS/ Mechanical) to obtain 
spatial distribution of the  

maximum principal stress, which 
was compared to that of tensile 
stress for cracking judgement. In 
the calculations, the following  

terms were assumed; (a) the main  
contributor to the initial cement 
hydration was alite (3);  
(b) compressive strength of the     Figure 2 Flow Chart of Coupled Calculation 

Tool. 
 

Table 1 Material Properties of Concrete Examined in Water Permeability 
Experiments. 

Compressive Strength (MPa) 100 150 200 

W/C (－) 0.320 0.195 0.180 

Young’s Module (GPa) 46 50 55 

Porosity (－) 0.125 0.076 0.070 

Table 2 Compositions of Concrete (HSULPC), and Cement Used in HSULPC. 
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<Concrete> 

Material Cement Sand Water + Additives 

Density
（kg/m3） 

1000 1380 220 

<Cement> 

Material C3S C2S C3A C4AF 

Ratio（wt%） 25 50 5 13 

Hydration Enthalpy（kJ/mol） －114 －43 －362 －205 

C3S: 3CaO・SiO2,  C2S: 2CaO・SiO2,  C3A: 3CaO・Al2O3,  C4AF: 4CaO・Al2O3・Fe2O3 

concrete f was proportional to a(r, t); (c) Young’s module and tensile strength of the 
concrete were proportional to f0.5  (4); (d) the cracking factor (CF) was defined as 

the ratio of tensile stress to the maximum principal stress, and the criterion for 
the cracking judgement was CF<2, where CF≧2 was considered to be a condition 

without cracking occurrence (5). 
 

2.4 Small-Scale Cylindrical Model 
     Both numerical evaluations by using the developed tool and experiments 
were carried out on the cylindrical model to examine whether there was any effect 
on cracking which depended on the ratio of concrete cylinder thickness to its inner 
diameter. This model consisted of a heater (φ0.1、0.05、0.02m, h0.3m), a 
cylindrical vessel (φ0.15m, h0.3m), and the concrete. The heater was put in the 

vessel, which shared the center axis with the heater. Then, the concrete was 
poured into the gap between them. The heater temperature was kept at 20℃
(293k) until 40h after the concrete injection, and then, 60℃ (333k) after that. 

This simulated temperature increase in the full-scale concrete package due to 
cement hydration. And 60℃(333k) is what we considered the highest temperature 

in course of the cement hydration to keep material properties of HSULPC proper. 

The vessel surface was cooled by natural convection. Table 3 lists assumed 
conditions for calculations. In the experiments, strain gauges were buried in the 
concrete cylinders to measure time dependence of strain. For each case, strains in 
the concrete cylinder were obtained from calculations and experiments. They were 

compared to each other.  
 
3. Results 
3.1 Permeability Coefficient 
     Figure 3 shows time dependences of the diffusion coefficient of water to 
HSULPC specimens. From the results, it was found that the diffusion coefficients 
were lowered with time. This seemed due to hydration and swelling of anhydride 
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cement particles by water permeation during the experiments, which would lower 

the HSULPC porosity (1). The diffusion coefficient might be lowered further with 
time (if the experiments continued). However, in this study, a rather conservative 
value of water permeability coefficient, 4×10－19m/s, was obtained for concrete 

with a compressive strength of 200MPa, which corresponded to the diffusion 

coefficient at two weeks.  
Table 3 Assumed Conditions in Numerical Evaluations of Small-Scale Cylindrical 
Model. 

Term Environment  
Temperature 

HSULPC 
Heat  
Conductivity  

HSULPC 
Thermal 
Expansion 

Coefficient 

Heat Transfer 
Coefficient 

Condition 20℃ (293k) 1W/kng 1.0×10－4/k 5W/m2k 

3.2 Thermodynamic Data of HSULPC Hydration 
     Figure 4 shows time dependences of temperature obtained from the 
adiabatic  
hydration experiments; which ∫dT and  

dT/dt could be obtained from the graph.  
From∫dT and dT/dt, dependence of hyd- 

ration reaction rate k on 1/T on each  
degree of hydration was obtained,  
examples of of which are shown in Fig. 5.  
Then, dependences of △E≠ and lnk0 on  

the degree of hydration were obtained  
(Fig. 6). They had a sharp peaking due 
to the nucleation rate-determining step,  
and a gradual increase region due to the  

diffusion rate-determining step (6).  
 
3.3 Dependence of Concrete Cracking on  
   Thickness and Diameter of Cylinder 

     From analyses of the small-scale  
cylindrical models, dependences of the  
maximum principal stress on the radius          
were obtained (Fig. 7). When the ratio                    

of the concrete thickness to the heater  
diameter α was 0.025/0.1, the maximum principal stress peaked at the outside 
surface and was much larger than the tensile stress. The case of α=0.05/0.05 had 
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no peaking, and the maximum principal stress was smaller than the tensile stress. 

The case of α=0.65/0.02 peaked near the heater, and the maximum principal stress 
was larger than the tensile stress. The above results showed that α had an 
optimum value to minimize the risk of cracking. 
     Figure 8 shows time dependences of strain in the concrete cylinder obtained 

from both calculations and experiments for the above three cases. For α=0.05/0.05, 
no cracking was expected by calculations, because the strain was approximately 
equal to the anticipated upper limit for cracking to occur. The strain obtained from 
experiments agreed with the numerical results, and no cracking could be seen in 

the specimen. In the other two cases, the strains were expected to be larger than 
the upper limit, and cracking actually occurred actually. So, these numerical 
predictions from the developed tool were verified by experiments.  
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Figure 5 Arrehnius Plot of HSULPC Hydration. 
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Figure 7 Distributions of Stress in the Radial Direction Obtained from 
Calculations for three cases of the Small-Scale Cylindrical Model.  
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Figure 8 Time Dependences of Strain Obtained from Both Calculations and 
Experiments. 

 
4. Conclusion 
     In this study, basic data on the HSULPC regarding its impervious character 
and the thermodynamics during cement hydration were obtained. For concrete 

with a compressive strength of 200MPa, the water permeability coefficient was 
4×10－19m/ｓ. Dependences of △E≠ and lnk0 on a had a sharp peaking due to the 

nucleation rate-determining step, and a gradual increase region due to the 
diffusion rate-determining step. Then, a prediction tool to find concrete package 

construction conditions to avoid thermal cracking was developed, which could deal 
with coupled calculations of cement hydration, heat transfer, stress, and cracking. 
The developed tool was applied to HSULPC hydration on a small-scale cylindrical 
model to examine whether there was any effect on cracking which depended on 

the ratio of concrete cylinder thickness to its inner diameter. From analyses, 
dependences of the maximum principal stress on the radius were obtained. When 
the ratio of the concrete thickness to the heater diameter was around 1, the risk of 
cracking was predicted to be minimized. These numerical predictions from the 

developed tool were verified by experiments. 
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